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Organic molecules are potential indicators of the different processes 
which are involved in the formation of the carbonaceous chondrites. It is con- 
venient to classify meteoritic organic matter into 3 categories: organic 
polymers, hydrocarbons (soluble in chloroform), and polar organics (soluble in 
methanol) . Recent work on the &D, 6~~~ and 6c13 (1,2) of these various frac- 
tions has rendered it, "unlikely that the CH3OH - soluble components are de- 
rivable from or simply related to the insoluble organic polymer found in the 
same meteorites. A relationship is suggested between the event that formed 
hydrous minerals in CI1 and CM2 meteorites and the introduction of water sol- 
uble (methanol soluble) organic compounds"(2). Prior to this work it was 
widely believed that all organic components were formed by a common synthetic 
mechanism; either a Fischer Tropsch or a Miller-Urey mechanism (3). Neither of 
these latter mechanisms is alone adequate to describe the above isotopic data 
on the carbonaceous chondrites. We suggest in this paper some alternative pro- 
cesses occurring on meteoritic parent bodies which may account for the separate 
origin of the soluble and insoluble components. 

We propose in particular that the soluble organics were synthesized in the 
interior of parent bodies during outgassing of these bodies. Based on theore- 
tical studies of condensates in the nebulae the likely species degassing from 
a small (kilometer-sized) body in the vicinity of the asteroid belt, are H20, 
CO, C02, N2, and NH3 (4). Subsurface conditions for forming organic compounds 
in equilibrium are summarized in Fig. 1. Here we present the stability fields 
of simple carboxylic acids as a function of fCO2 and the oxidation state of 

2 + the outgassing mixture--the latter can be expressed as either £02 or Fe /Fe / 
Fez+ ratios. Note the restricted conditions for the simultaneous presence of 
formic, acetic and lactic acids at reasonable CO2 partial pressures (Clbar). 
In particular Fe metal, which is seldom found in CI1 and CM2 chondrites, is 
required. Production of simple organic acids by thennochemical reactions pro- 
ceeding to equilibrium therefore seems unlikely. 

Another source of energy (besides heqt) on the primitive planetoid body 
was the B and y radiation due to radioactive decay particularly of A R ~ ~  (5). 
It has been demonstrated experimentally that co60 radiation will convert a sub- 
stantial amount of carbon dioxide into formic and acetic acid in the presence 
of ion (6). Furthermore y radiation will convert (NH4) gC03 into amino 

. acids (7). The presence of liquid water, in the outgassing subsurface mixture 
is expected on theoretical grounds and is also suggested by meteoritic studies 
(8). Con, CO, Ng and NHs would be dissolved in this water. ~ e ~ +  and other 
metallic ions would also be expected so that the required reactants to produce 
soluble organics from Y radiation would all be present. The liquid water would 
also lead to hydration of olivine and pyroxene to £om clays. We thus propose 
that the formation of iron-rich clays and the polar organics on the carbon- 
aceous chondrites are coupled. Such coupling may also be indictive of the 
early events on an outgassing earth which led to life. 

We do not see the radiolysis mechanism outlined above as leading to the 
insoluble polymer fraction of these meteoritics. This fraction must instead 
have formed either prior to the formation of the meteoritic parent body or as 
a result of chemical processing by impacts which occurred as the parent body 
accreted. 
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F ig .  1: S t a b i l i t y  f i e l d s  of simple 
ca rboxyl ic  a c i d s  wi th  r e s p e c t  t o  de- 
carboxylat ion.  The ca rboxyl ic  a c i d s  
+02 (9) are s t a b l e  above t h e  l i n e s  , 
Con (g) and HeO(liq) a r e  s t a b l e  below 
t h e  l i n e s .  1 b a r  C02 p r e s s u r e  i s  
a l s o  i n d i c a t e d .  
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